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} The leaders that are the most successful are 
those that are able to gain the trust of others.

} Good leaders are devoted and committed to 
completing the tasks at hand and are committed 
to meeting deadlines.

} A good leader will take responsibility for his/her 
actions.  He/she will take personal responsibility 
when things don’t go according to plan or when 
a project fails as well as receive credit when 
credit is due. Good leaders will acknowledge their 
team. 



} Good leaders know how to say please and 
thank you.

} Strong leaders are humble. They leave their 
egos at the door.

} Good leaders value and respect the views of 
others. No matter how silly an idea sounds, 
good leaders will not mock others; they are 
respectful of others’ (different) opinions



} Strong leaders have effective communication 
skills. They clearly articulate themselves.

} Good leaders are creative and develop fresh 
ideas while maintaining core values. 

} Good leaders will listen to all ideas and give 
everyone a fair chance to express themselves.  
A good leader is a good listener. 



} Good leaders remain level-headed, calm and 
maintain a sense of humor. No matter how 
intense or how bad the situation may get, a 
good leader can maintain a sense of humor 
and keep the spirits of others up. They 
inspire others to stay focused.

} Good leaders will delegate responsibility and 
are inclusive of all.



} A good leader values time, does not waste 
their time and most importantly does not 
waste the time of others. 

} A good leader is positive and productive.

} Strong leaders can lead through any 
situation. When things get difficult, they can 
control emotions. They make decisions based 
on logic, fact and gain/maintain the 
confidence of others.



} THE ONLY QUESTION TO ASK …..

} ARE YOU UP TO THE TASK!



} Vision
} Wise/ Intelligent/Common 

sense
} Passionate
} Compassionate
} Charismatic
} Honest
} Competent
} Inspiring
} Fair-minded/flexible
} Broad-

minded/openness/accepting
} Courageous
} Imaginative

} Great Communicators 
(speaker/listener)

} Persistent/focused/goal 
oriented

} Integrity/Trustworthy 
Daring 

} Disciplined
} Understand self
} Understand others
} Sense of humor
} Ability to change when 

needed
} Straightforward
} Willing to make mistakes 

and learn
} Respectful of others



} I can do it better myself

} No one else will do it right 

} I’m the only one qualified to do it 

} Everyone else already has enough to do 

} It’s faster to just do it myself



} Find the right person. Make sure others have 
the knowledge and skills to do the tasks 
asked of them. If you’re unable to find 
someone with the necessary knowledge and 
skills, consider training someone 

} Encourage 
} Don’t micromanage
} Teach others to be problem solvers
} Reward the effort
} Don’t always expect perfection from others 

(per your standards)



} A good leader is someone who loves to lead 
other people and does his or her very best at 
it, in such a way that other people love to be 
led and do their very best, too

} Love, passion and doing your best are 
necessary for a good leader



} If you're using fear as one of your a 
motivational tools, your idea about leadership 
is wrong.



} If you don't love to lead, maybe you shouldn't 
be leading other people?

} If you don't do your best, maybe you should 
be doing something else?

} If the people you're leading aren't doing their 
best, maybe there's something you could do 
differently and/or better?



} Whatever you're good at, use it and get even 
better

} Whatever you're not good at, either learn how 
to improve it or get qualified help

} Good leaders never stop learning and will 
continue to educate themselves



} Personal development, self improvement, 
motivation, inspiration, goal setting, 
management and leadership are traits you 
will need to master

} Self help audio; leadership books, leadership 
coaching, personal leadership development 
classes; the occasional leadership training 
seminar and having a leadership development 
plan are all excellent ways to proceed



} What makes a good manager is not 
necessarily the same thing as what makes a 
good leader!

} Leaders lead people, including the managers. 
The managers manage - what and how the 
leaders tell them to



} Leaders are often visionaries who look to the 
future and determine the overall strategies 

} Quite often they network a lot, building 
relationships and creating collaborations  

} Managers often focus on more on short term 
goals. Often they set the policies meant to 
carry out the strategies



} When it comes to management versus 
leadership one isn't better than the other 

} Both are necessary 

} Each is important but because they are 
different they require different skills

} So what makes a good manager is pretty 
much unrelated to what makes a good leader



“A GOOD MANAGER KNOWS HOW TO DO 
THINGS RIGHT, 

A GOOD LEADER KNOWS HOW TO DO THE 
RIGHT THING.”



} Effective leaders continually ask questions, 
probing all levels of the organization for 
information, testing their own perceptions, 
and rechecking the facts 

} They talk to their constituents. They want to 
know what is working and what is not 



} They keep an open mind for serendipity to 
bring them the knowledge they need to know 
and what is true 

} An important source of information for this 
sort of leader is knowledge of the failures and 
mistakes that are being made in their 
organization



} “A good leader does the right thing, even if it 
is NOT required by law” 

} Lots of people spend their lives climbing a 
ladder — and then they get to the top of the 
wrong wall 



} Most losing organizations are over-managed 
and under-led 

} Their managers accomplish the wrong things 
beautifully and efficiently 

} They climb the wrong wall



} Managing is about efficiency

} Leading is about effectiveness

} Managing is about how

} Leading is about what and why



} Management is about systems, controls, 
procedures, policies, and structure

} Leadership is about trust — about people



} Leadership is about innovating and initiating

} Management is about copying, about 
managing the status quo

} Leadership is creative, adaptive, and agile 

} Leadership looks at the horizon, not just the 
bottom line



} Leaders base their vision, their appeal to 
others, and their integrity on reality, on the 
facts, on a careful estimate of the forces at 
play, and on the trends and contradictions

} They develop the means for changing the 
original balance of forces so that their vision 
can be realized



} A leader is someone who has the capacity to 
create a compelling vision that takes people 
to a new place, and to translate that vision 
into action

} Leaders draw other people to them by 
enrolling them in their vision

} What leaders do is inspire people, empower 
them



} There is a profound difference between 
management and leadership, and both are 
important "To manage" means "to bring 
about, to accomplish, to have charge of or 
responsibility for, to conduct“

} "Leading" is "influencing, guiding in direction, 
course, action, opinion“

} The distinction is crucial



} The manager administers; the leader innovates

} The manager is a copy; the leader is an original

} The manager maintains; the leader develops



} The manager accepts reality; the leader 
investigates it

} The manager focuses on systems and 
structure; the leader focuses on people

} The manager relies on control; the leader 
inspires trust



} The manager has a short-range view; the leader 
has a long-range perspective

} The manager asks how and when; the leader 
asks what and why

} The manager has his or her eye always on the 
bottom line; the leader has his or her eye on the 
horizon



} The manager imitates; the leader originates

} The manager accepts the status quo; the 
leader challenges it

} The manager is the classic good soldier; the 
leader is his or her own person



The manager does things 
right; 

the leader does the right 
thing


